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Figure 5.5: Validation Platform’s Motherboard Picture.

• MCU-based A-Layer FMgr: it gathers the application data via Ethernet, sequentially from
one, two or three FPGAs (i.e. three possible configurations). Alternatively, it uses GPIO
or UART links (instead of Ethernet) for interfacing the FPGAs. It performs data checking,
comparison or voting and sends the output through the system output interface. It also
implements a I2C link with the PCM function, and GPIO for auxiliary functions (fault
injection, WDT refresh and/or heartbeat interfaces).

• MCU-based C-Layer FMgr: it manages the JTAG configuration links, sequentially for one,
two or three FPGAs (i.e. three possible configurations). It interfaces a USB Flash Drive for
reading/writing system input/outputs files. The JTAG links are also used for fault injection.
Additional GPIO links are used for SEFI injection and monitoring.

• MCU-based A/C-Layer FMgr: it performs jointly all the aforementioned functions, by
multiplexing them in time and in space for two or three FPGAs (i.e. two possible con-
figurations). All the required interfaces are available on a single MCU Module, but the
computation capability and the link bandwidths are shared between both FMgr.

The main MCU-based FMgr configurations, taking into account the spatial redundancy con-
figurations, are shown in Fig. 5.6. Likewise, the platform allows validating HW or SW-based
FMgr implementations on FPGA Modules exclusively (i.e. without using the MCU Modules).
Similar configurations as for the MCU-based case are possible, but are limited to managing at
most two FPGAs. An FPGA-based FMgr for managing the three FPGAs in our validation plat-
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Figure 5.6: MCU-based Fault Manager Configurations: One-way ALFM (a), two-way ALFM (b), three-
way ALFM (c), one-way CLFM (d), two-way CLFM (e), three-way CLFM (f), two-way A&CLFM (g),
three-way A&CLFM (h), three-way ALFM and three-way CLFM (i).

form must be implemented on a separate board, but can still connect to the Motherboard through
the pin headers. HW, SW or hybrid HW-SW implementations are possible. SW implementations
can be based on the built-in PowerPC R© or a soft-core processor (e.g. MicroBlazeTM). The main
FPGA-based FMgr configurations are shown in Fig. 5.7 (two A-Layer, two C-Layer and two
A&C-Layer configurations).
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Figure 5.7: FPGA-based Fault Manager Configurations: One-way CLFM (a), two-way CLFM (b), one-
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In summary, at least sixteen system configurations were identified for validating FMgr im-
plementations, either at C-Layer or A-Layer, either on HW, on SW or both. Additional solutions
(not shown in the figures) can combine MCU and FPGA-based configurations. Moreover, many
of these configurations can change dynamically following an adaptive strategy. This shows the
versatility of the validation platform.

5.2.2 FPGA Module

The FPGA Module details are described in Appendix B. Most features of the FPGA Module
are used in the validation platform. The Platform-Flash is not used because a full control of the
configuration interface from the external C-Layer FMgr is needed. For this purpose, the JTAG
pins from each module are routed to the Motherboard pin headers for easier connection. The
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JTAG configuration mode can be set, but the Platform-Flash device is in the JTAG chain. This
implies a slight overhead in the access to the FPGA data register, as the Platform-Flash must be
first configured in bypass mode. The regular Flash memory is used for storing the application
SW image in microprocessor-based applications. The bootloader application reads the SW image
from Flash and loads it into the SDRAM memory for execution. The Ethernet interface is used
as A-Layer data link with the external A-Layer FMgr. Finally, all GPIO ports from the module
connectors are routed to the Motherboard pin headers. These pins are used (among other uses)
for a console UART that is connected to the Host PC via an UART-USB bridge.

5.2.3 MCU Module

The MCU Module details are described in Appendix B. Most features of the MCU Module are
also used in the validation platform. In A-Layer FMgr configuration, the Ethernet interface is
used as A-Layer data link and the GPIO are used for multiple purposes. Two of the GPIOs are
configured as an I2C master port for connecting to the PCM function. The other GPIOs are routed
to the Motherboard pin headers, from where (among other uses) a console UART is connected to
the Host PC via an UART-USB bridge. In C-Layer FMgr configuration, the USB-Host interface
is used for interfacing an external USB Flash Drive. Such memory is used for storing the golden
configuration files, as well as user-defined and self-created files (e.g. fault lists, log files, etc.).
In this configuration, the GPIOs are used (among other uses) for the JTAG links with the FPGA
Modules and for the console UART.

5.2.4 Power Control and Monitoring

The PCM function details are described in Appendix B. The power supply monitoring allows
quantifying the power saving when decreasing the spatial redundancy, e.g. when going from
TMR to DMR, or even Simplex configuration. However, in this version of the platform it is not
possible to switch on or off an individual FPGA, as the power modules for each voltage level are
shared between all FPGAs. Nevertheless it is possible to sense the power saving when stopping
the activity within a particular FPGA (i.e. minimizing the dynamic power). For simplicity, a
de-latchup capability was neither foreseen in the first platform version, as this would require a
supply line breaker and a fast reaction circuitry. The simulated injection of latch-up events and
subsequent recovery is out of the scope of this thesis.

5.2.5 Fault Injection Capability

The Fault Injector (FInj) function has two sub-functions, the C-Layer FInj and the A-Layer FInj.
In the nominal configuration, the C-Layer fault injection is performed by the MCU Module im-
plementing the C-Layer FMgr, because it is the one centralizing the JTAG port access. Injecting
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a fault in a configuration memory bit is a read-modify-write type of operation at frame level.
The target configuration frame is read back and buffered, the target bit(s) within the frame is(are)
flipped, and the frame is written back at the same address. The particular memory bit(s) coor-
dinates and the injection point in time are two factors that can be controlled by the user, either
interactively or pre-programmed in a Fault List file. Alternatively, the fault spatial and temporal
coordinates are provided by the MCU Module implementing the A-Layer FMgr, and the function
in the C-Layer FMgr executes the requests as they arrive.

The A-Layer fault injection can be done in many ways, without needing a detailed knowledge
of the application running in the FPGA. For example, a given application can foresee one or more
fault injection interfaces for triggering a transient or persistent application fault. These interfaces
can be exercised by the FInj function at a time defined by the user interactively or in a Fault List
file. A non-intrusive option is corrupting the application data received from the target FPGA once
buffered in the A-Layer FMgr. Besides data fault injection, it is possible to force the application
(or part of it) to temporary stop, either by gating a clock signal, by driving a reset signal or a
processor interrupt input. These conditions can be detected as a loss of activity by the WDT or
the hearbeat checker, and eventually by the application data checker.

Finally, there are several ways to inject SEFIs with this platform. The function running in
the C-Layer FMgr can be requested to write on a configuration control register a value such
that global FPGA signals are forced, or to drive low the DONE pin to clear the configuration
memory. From the A-Layer FMgr is also possible to permanently gate the clock or drive the
reset to force an FPGA reconfiguration. In addition, the push buttons on the Motherboard can be
used interactively to inject a SEFI, e.g. by pulling down the DONE pin.

5.2.6 Programming, Debugging, Monitoring and Logging Capability

For programming, debugging and monitoring purposes, the Host PC is connected to the interfaces
shown in Fig. 5.8, which are described herein:

• Ethernet network: a port in the Ethernet switch is available for receiving the system data
output from the A-Layer FMgr, and for monitoring the A-Layer data outputs from the
FPGAs (while in debug mode).

• FPGA Module UARTs: UART-USB bridges are available for interfacing with the three
target FPGAs, for example for monitoring the activity or sending commands to the appli-
cation running on each of the FPGAs.

• MCU Module UARTs: UART-USB bridges are available for interfacing with the two
MCUs, for example for interacting with the fault injection functions.

• MCU Module debug ports: USB ports are available for SW debugging and embedded
Flash memory programming. A dedicated debug-MCU within the MCU module manages
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Figure 5.8: Programming, Debugging, Monitoring and Logging Elements and Interfaces. USB links are
in dotted-grey lines, Ethernet links are in solid-blue lines, JTAG links are in solid-green lines and UART
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this link. The debug-MCU connects to the target MCU via an internal JTAG link, and
functionally interfaces the SW development environment on the Host PC side.

• USB Flash Drive: the MCU Module hosts a USB Flash Drive for reading system input
files (bitstream, mask file, fault lists, etc.) and writing output log files (when operating
standalone). The Flash Drive is shared with the Host PC for storing the system input files
and reading the log files.

• Logic Analyzer: a USB Logic Analyzer is integrated in the platform for debugging and
monitoring the wired interfaces.

• Xilinx JTAG Programmer: a Xilinx JTAG Programmer is also integrated in the platform
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Figure 5.9: System Validation Platform Picture. Main Blocks: Power Supply (a), Power Control and
Monitoring (b), Ethernet Switch (c), FPGA Module (d), MCU Module for A-Layer FMgr (e), UART-USB
Bridge (f), Logic Analyzer (g), USB Hub (h), MCU Module for C-Layer FMgr (i).

for debugging the FPGAs before freezing the bitstream. Once frozen, the bitstream is
stored in the USB Flash Drive and the Programmer is disconnected from the JTAG ports.

5.3 Dual-Layer Fault Manager Prototype Description

The Dual-Layer FMgr concept was introduced in Chapter 3, Section 3.6. In this section, its
prototyping and validation on the platform is described. The dual-layer FMgr prototype fits in
the nominal system configuration of the validation platform. It implements both the C-Layer
and A-Layer FMgr functions by SW on the MCU Modules. Both MCU Modules are linked by
means of the UART FM Link and also GPIO control signals. The complete prototype showing all
wired connections is shown in Fig. 5.9. In order to validate the FMgr implementation, a sample
application running on the FPGA Modules has been designed. Such design was kept as simple as
possible, in order to concentrate the efforts on the FMgr side. The following Sections describe,
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first the FPGA sample design, then the FMgr prototypes.

5.3.1 FPGA Sample Design Description

The FPGA sample design is a microprocessor system based on the embedded PowerPC R©405
core. Two separate development environments have been used for this design, one for building
the microprocessor system and the other one for developping the application SW. Both of them
are described in Appendix C.

The FPGA HW block diagram is shown in Fig. 5.10. The SDRAM processor memory is con-
trolled from the Multi-Port Memory Controller (MPMC), which is in the Processor Local Bus 1
(PLB1). The rest of blocks are in PLB0 bus, namely: the Flash and BRAM Memory Controllers,
the UART Controller, the Tri-mode Ethernet MAC (TEMAC) Controller, the TEMAC First-In
First-Out (FIFO), the Interrupt Controller, the GPIO Controllers and the Timer. The FPGA is
clocked at 100MHz from the oscillator on board the module. The processor itself is clocked
at 300MHz (by means of a built-in clock generator block within the FPGA), but the PLB0 and
PLB1 are clocked at 100MHz. Both the instruction and data 16Kbyte cache memories are en-
abled. The interfaces with the system are the following: the Ethernet link for application data,
the Clear To Send (CTS) input for data flow control, the UART link for monitoring purposes,
and a LED driver output for user interface.

The SW application’s Executable Linked Format (ELF) image is stored in SREC format (i.e.
Motorola’s S-record format) in the Flash Memory within the FPGA Module. A SREC bootloader
is loaded in BRAM memory upon FPGA configuration. This SREC bootloader is the first piece
of code executed by the processor, and allows extracting the SW binary image from the SREC
file, loading it into SDRAM and jumping to the application. The SREC bootloader has been
adapted from a Xilinx design available with Xilinx EDK [Xil13a].

The application itself implements a data generation engine with flow control. The data is
embedded into datagrams according to User Datagram Protocol (UDP). For this purpose, the ap-
plication uses the open source Lightweight IP (lwIP) TCP/IP networking stack [Xil13b]. Com-
pared to TCP, the use of UDP reduces the connection overhead with the remote UDP server,
which is implemented in the A-Layer FMgr. For the sake of SW simplicity, a hardware flow
control mechanism is implemented by means of the CTS input.

5.3.2 C-Layer FMgr Prototype Description

The C-Layer FMgr is prototyped as a modular, layered stack of SW modules, as shown in
Fig. 5.11. The modules are implemented as cooperative state machines, following the concept of
Microchip’s MPLAB R© Harmony Integrated SW Framework [MT15]. A single SW development
environment has been used for the C-Layer FMgr, details are given in Appendix C.

The stack has a main top level application that coordinates the execution of two high level
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Figure 5.10: FPGA Sample Design Using PowerPC R©405 core.

state machines, the C-Layer FMgr and FInj. This high-level SW, the Frame-level Driver and the
JTAG Driver have been developed from scratch during this thesis work. Other low-level SW is
based on off-the-shelf libraries integrated in MPLAB R©, namely:

• Peripheral library: it allows configuring and driving the GPIO, USB HW, UART and
timers, among other resources.

• USB Host Stack: it allows managing specific USB device classes, such as Mass Storage.
It consists basically on a state machine and an interrupt handler. The C-Layer FMgr uses
the stack to detect the Flash Drive device attachment, to enumerate it and configure it.

• Memory Disk Drive (MDD) File System: it allows performing operations with files stored
in standard FAT32 format within the USB Flash Drive. The operations used by the C-
Layer FMgr include file open, close, seek, read and write. The files managed include the
bitstream and mask files, Fault List, Scanning Profile, Logfile, etc.

The top level strategy is coded in the FMgr and FInj state machines. Multiple versions of
these functions were developed, in order to evaluate different strategies. An interactive applica-
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tion was also developed for validating each individual function under user request. This appli-
cation presents a menu through the console UART, executes the function chosen by the user and
returns to the menu. A debug mode option is also available for selecting the verbosity level.

The FMgr function uses lower level services to perform readback operations via JTAG links,
and takes decisions on the errors detected and reported by them. Decisions can range from
scrubbing a single frame up to reconfiguring the full FPGA. The FInj function on the other hand,
first defines fault spatial and temporal coordinates, then uses lower level services to inject faults
via JTAG links. Fault coordinates can be generated randomly, upon external request, or read
from Fault List file stored in the USB Flash Drive.

Both FMgr and FInj use services from the Frame Level Driver, basically frame read read and
write operations, and read-modify-write in the case of FInj. For the FMgr, this allows elementary
frame-oriented operations. Operations based on frame blocks, e.g. frame block readback and
CRC generation, imply multiple calls to frame level functions. Between two consecutive calls,
the frame address increment function must be called. The latter is one of the key functions, as
was already described for the Simulation Framework in Appendix A. The Frame Level Driver
uses services from the JTAG Driver to perform elementary operations such as serial data shift-in
and out. The main functions included in these SW modules are summarized in Tab. 5.1 and
Tab. 5.2.

The FMgr also uses services directly from the JTAG Driver, e.g. for setting the JTAG state
machine before starting a new operation, and from the MDD File System, e.g. for reading frames
from the bitstream file. Finally, it uses peripheral driver services for managing the FM Link
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Table 5.1: Main SW Functions in FMgr Application.

Function Description
configInit(UINT8 fpga) Configures FPGA from bitstream file.
readFrameBit(UINT32 fadd) Reads bitstream frame for target address and stores

it into buffer.
readFrameMsk(UINT32 fadd) Reads maskfile frame for target address and stores

it into buffer.
readConfReg(UINT8 fpga, UINT8

radd)

Reads configuration register from target FPGA and
register address and stores it into buffer.

writeConfReg(UINT8 fpga, UINT8

radd, UINT32 data)

Writes data into FPGA configuration register at tar-
get address.

UINT32 faddInc(UINT32 fadd) Returns the next address for a given frame address,
following the device sequence.

BOOL verifyFrameBits(UINT8

fpga)

Compares bitwise readback frame against bit-
stream and returns the result.

BOOL verifyFrameCRC(UINT8 fpga) Compares CRCs from readback frame and bit-
stream and returns the result.

BOOL verifyFrameDMR(UINT8

fpga1, UINT8 fpga2)

Compares CRCs from readback frames from two
FPGAs and returns the result.

BOOL verifyFrameTMR() Compares CRCs from readback frames from the
three FPGAs and returns the result.

BOOL rbkVerScrFrame(UINT8 FPGA,

UINT32 fadd)

Reads FPGA frame from target address, verifies its
CRC and scrubs it if error detected.

BOOL rbkVerScrFPGA(UINT8 FPGA,

UINT32 loops)

Reads the full FPGA frame by frame, verifies
CRCs and scrubs if error detected.

UART, the console UART, the timers, GPIOs, etc. The FInj uses the same drivers but for different
purposes, e.g. it reads Fault List files or drives GPIOs for injecting faults.

5.3.3 A-Layer FMgr Prototype Description

The A-Layer FMgr is also a modular, layered stack, as shown in Fig. 5.11. The same SW
development environment was used for A-Layer and C-Layer FMgr. Actually this environment
allows having multiple projects open (with only one active at a time), so it was possible to design
and debug both applications in parallel. The SW architecture is also based on cooperative state
machines, being the high level ones the A-Layer FMgr and FInj. There are several differences
with respect to the C-Layer FMgr in the libraries being used:

• Peripheral library: besides other resources, Ethernet MAC instead of USB Host is used.
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Table 5.2: Main SW Functions in Frame Level Driver and JTAG Driver.

Function Description
writeFrame(UINT8 fpga,

UINT32 fadd)

Writes frame buffer into FPGA at target address.

readFrame(UINT8 fpga,

UINT32 fadd)

Reads FPGA frame from target address and stores it into
buffer.

initJtag(UINT8 fpga) Initializes the FPGA JTAG configuration port.
resetJtag(UINT8 fpga) Resets the FPGA JTAG TAP state machine.
gotoRTI(UINT8 fpga) Moves the FPGA JTAG TAP state machine to Run-Test-Idle

(RTI).
gotoShiftIR(UINT8 fpga) Moves the FPGA JTAG TAP state machine to Shift-IR.
gotoShiftDR(UINT8 fpga) Moves the FPGA JTAG TAP state machine to Shift-DR.
UINT16 doShiftIR(UINT8

fpga, UINT16 instIn)

Shifts-in an instruction into Instruction Register (IR), and re-
turns control status word.

UINT32 doShiftDR(UINT8

fpga, UINT32 dataIn, BOOL

isLast)

Shifts-in data into Data Register (DR), and returns shifted-
out data.

UINT32

doShiftConfDR(UINT8

fpga, UINT32 dataIn, BOOL

isLast)

Shifts-in configuration packet into JTAG Configuration Reg-
ister, and returns shifted-out configuration data.

• TCP/IP Stack: it initializes the Ethernet PHY and manages the UDP-based communication
over Ethernet. The A-Layer FMgr uses this stack to receive the datagrams from the FPGAs.

The top level strategy is coded in the FMgr and FInj state machines. Compared to C-Layer
FMgr and FInj, a simpler solution has been implemented. The FMgr polls the active FPGAs for
data via Ethernet links, checks the data and sends the output data to the Host PC. If the Host PC is
not connected to the Ethernet switch, the output data is lost, but any error detection and correction
can still be logged in the system for later analysis. For that purpose, it uses services from the
Data Level Driver, which returns raw data from a UDP Server running in the background. The
UDP Server receives the datagrams from the FPGA applications over the Ethernet links.

The FInj function on the other hand, first defines fault type and injection time, then uses lower
level services to inject it. Faults are injected on user request (in interactive mode), or on C-Layer
FInj request based on the Fault List file. The A-Layer FMgr/FInj can also be enhanced with the
USB Stack and MDD File System, in order to manage its own files in a USB Flash Drive. In
this prototype version, this additional complexity was avoided, but it is envisaged for the next
version. The FMgr also uses peripheral driver services for managing the FM Link UART, the
console UART, the timers, GPIOs, etc. The FInj uses the GPIO driver for injecting faults.
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5.4 Dual-Layer Fault Manager Validation Results

The Dual-Layer FMgr has been tested exhaustively on the validation platform. First of all, each
individual function developed for the C-Layer and A-Layer FMgr/FInj has been validated incre-
mentally in a bottom-up approach. First, the low-level functions providing access to the JTAG
and Ethernet links were validated. Then middle-level functions calling the low-level ones were
validated and finally, top-level functions implementing FMgr and FInj states machines and inte-
grating all lower-level functions were validated.

A system initialization sequence was also defined and validated. At start-up, the main ap-
plication on each MCU performs its own initialization, which covers basically the PIC32 HW,
the communication links and the state machines associated to the embedded SW libraries (e.g.
USB, TCP/IP, MDD File System). From that point, the C-Layer FMgr waits for A-Layer FMgr
commands to start FPGA configuration. One of the differences with the sequence described in
Chapter 3, Section 3.6.4.1 is that all FPGAs are powered by default, i.e. there is no active power
on/off control. This additional control feature is foreseen as future work for the next platform
version. When requested, for each FPGA to be configured, it drives the JTAG configuration
port to the state where it can accept configuration command packets. Then it reads the bitstream
file from the Flash Drive and writes its content into the JTAG configuration port. It repeats this
operation for each FPGA to be configured.

According to the measurements, each initial FPGA configuration takes tconf = 13s. The
configuration time is directly proportional to the JTAG clock frequency (fTCK = 4MHz), and
represents part of the repair time (the other part is the boot time). As the maximum JTAG clock
frequency is fTCK = 66MHz, the lower bound for the configuration time (for this particular
FPGA) is tconf > 0.8s. After configuration, the embedded bootloader boots the application
while the next FPGA (if required) is being configured. This is done sequentially instead of
concurrently, due to the fact that the C-Layer FMgr is implemented by SW. The measurements
show that each SW booting takes tboot = 29s. The boot time does not depend on the FMgr, but
on the FPGA design itself. Therefore, a target FPGA implementing a microprocessor system
needs to be designed taking into consideration its contribution to the repair time. In the full
TMR system configuration, the initialization takes tinit ≈ 3× tconf + tboot ≈ 72s, which can be
improved with concurrent FPGA access. After booting the last FPGA, the system starts nominal
operation. During nominal operation, non-persistent A-Layer error recovery implies an FPGA
design reset and a re-synchronization with the other FPGAs. The reset time is imposed by design,
and is treset = 1ms. The re-synchronization time is very design-dependent, and for our sample
application is tresync = 15ms.

The initialization process reported through the UART consoles is shown in Fig. 5.12. In
this snapshot, the A-Layer FMgr is waiting for FPGA #2 to boot, while the SREC bootloader
execution progress is reported by the FPGA #2. After configuring each FPGA, the C-Layer
FMgr presents the menu for interactive mode. The interactive mode allows both FMgr and FInj
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Figure 5.12: Dual-Layer Fault Manager Prototype Initialization. The top-left window is for A-Layer FMgr
console UART, the bottom-left for FPGA 2 console UART and the right for C-Layer FMgr console UART.

operations. For example, while A-Layer is operating, the user can inject a C-Layer fault in a
specific frame, and then scrub it away. In real time, the A-Layer FMgr console can show if a data
error was detected following the C-Layer fault injection operation.

During nominal operation, the A-Layer FMgr polls cyclically the FPGAs and reports the
result of data checking through its console. Simultaneously, each FPGA reports the transmission
of UDP packets through its console. A snapshot of this process was captured in Fig. 5.13. The
A-Layer FMgr console shows the reception of three identical data each time, which results in
a successful voting. On the interactive C-Layer FMgr console, a continuous FPGA readback-
verify loop has been selected and the start of each loop is reported. In this example, only one
FPGA console is shown for the sake of clarity, but a screen setup showing simultaneously the
three FPGA consoles and the two FMgr consoles is possible.

A snapshot of the Logic Analyzer window was taken during operation, and is shown in
Fig. 5.14. The snapshot shows the sequential access (managed by the C-Layer FMgr) to the three
JTAG configuration ports, the three flow control signals CTS0, CTS1 and CTS2 (driven by the
A-Layer FMgr) enabling the transmission of UDP packets by each of the FPGAs, and the RXOK
debug signal (also driven by the A-Layer FMgr) showing no data error detected for each triplet.
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Figure 5.13: Dual-Layer Fault Manager Prototype Execution. The top-left window is for A-Layer FMgr
console UART, the bottom-left for FPGA 2 console UART and the right for C-Layer FMgr console UART.

The measurements show that the readback and scrub time per frame is Trbk ≈ Tscr ≈ 2.5ms.

The measurements also show that the peak throughput of each data link is approximately
57kbps and that the average throughput for the voted output data stream is approximately 13kbps.
This is relatively low taking into account that 100Mbps Ethernet links were used. The main fac-
tor limiting the throughput is the console UART message transmission overhead. By suppressing
the messages, the average output data throughput raises to approximately 280kbps. The other
factors limiting the throughput are the processing overhead linked to the TCP/IP protocol stack,
and the processing overhead linked to the raw data voting. All these factors increase the period
of the CTS signals, which in turn limit the FPGA data throughput. As was already mentioned
at the beginning of this Chapter, this is not a performance but a functional model. Most of the
aforementioned overhead can be drastically reduced by simplifying the transmission protocol and
suppressing the observability through the console, although the functions become more difficult
to debug.

One of the last tests performed on the platform was a stress test at ambient temperature. The
platform operated continuously during 72h to proof the stability of the design. No error was
reported or logged by the system during that time.
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Figure 5.14: Dual-Layer Fault Manager Prototype Logic Analyzer Plot. JTAG links are managed by the
C-Layer FMgr and CTS signals are managed by A-Layer FMgr. RXOK signal shows no data error detected.

5.4.1 Availability Estimation Example

Based on the test results described above, it is possible to estimate numerically the system avail-
ability for a system on-board a spacecraft orbiting around the Earth. Two operational modes are
considered for comparison:

• Standard TMR mode: SEFI and persistent errors are detected and isolated, but no action
is taken until a second error occurs while operating in DMR mode. When this occurs, the
application is halted, the faulty branch repaired and re-synchronized, with a considerable
impact on availability. This case corresponds to isolated A/C-Layer FMgr functions with
no interaction between them.


